CONNECTED
MANUFACTURING
FOR

MEDTECH 4.0

OVERVIEW OVERVIEW OVERVIEW
Seabrook enables Connected
Manufacturing for Medical Device
Manufacturers - which increases
efficiency, improves throughput,
supports compliance and increases
profit margin.
Regardless of your manufacturing
maturity level, our team of industryrecognized manufacturing solution
experts identify opportunities to
provide value through our range of
services.
Whether you are beginning your
journey toward MES implementation,
need to upgrade or integrate existing
systems or equipment, or
implementing a business intelligence
strategy, Seabrook is the go-to solution
provider.
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MANY MEDICAL DEVICE MANUFACTURERS
ARE STILL OPERATING ON PAPER.
Here are the drawbacks:
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SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASES
THE RISK OF NON-COMPLIANCE

IS A BOTTLENECK FOR COMPANIES
EXPERIENCING FAST GROWTH

REDUCES VISIBILITY IN THE
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

INCURS STORAGE
AND LABOR COSTS
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Exploring paperless manufacturing is an opportunity for Medical Device
Manufacturers to increase their competitive advantages. Stepping into the
paperless revolution creates a more secure and more accurate process
while leading the way to greater revenues.
Paperless environments see a high level of return on investment (ROI)
through:

ELIMINATING PAPER COSTS

MORE ACCURATE
ORDER PROCESSING

REDUCING
NON-CONFORMANCE COSTS

IMPROVED
PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE
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WELCOME TO

CONNECTED MANUFACTURING
Connected Manufacturing brings a fully-integrated approach to
medical technologies and manufacturing operations. Connected
manufacturing processes are based on industry best practices to power
industry-leading operations.

Connected Manufacturing is not just a “product” or “service”, but a
strategy that eliminates the shoehorning of new functionality into
legacy systems. Additionally, connected manufacturing enables the
“best of breed” approach that optimizes operations, enhances user
experience, and maximizes value returned to the organization.

Connected Manufacturing helps organizations achieve maximum
operational efficiency through intelligence, integration and
identification. Our three-part strategy provides integrated technology
solutions for medical device and diagnostic manufacturing operations.
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Ready to achieve maximum operational efficiency?

Key benefits include:
✔ Removal of paper, and the associated pains and costs
✔ Increases efficiency by implementing best practices on the
manufacturing floor
✔ Enforces quality by automating processes and reducing quality head
count
✔ Captures real-time data, which provides full visibility and traceability
on the manufacturing floor
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WHY WORK WITH US?

Seabrook brings 32 years of experience in Medical Device manufacturing.
We are agnostic - meaning that we consult based on the best solutions for
the client. With vast experience in manufacturing, engineering, and IT,
Seabrook's industry-recognized team of consultants are experts in Medical
Device processes and systems.

Seabrook is proud of our very strong client partner list, from the world's
largest and most-recognized Medical Device manufacturers (i.e. Terumo,
ThermoFisher, Medtronic, and Cepheid) to SMBs and high-potential startups.

With offices in the US, Ireland, Philippines, and India, our global team allows
us to provide 24/7 support to our clients.

Our partnerships with Siemens, Tulip, and AWS allows our clients access to
proven industry-leading solutions and gives us the flexibility to provide
client-centered solutions and support.
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HOW CAN WE HELP YOUR TEAM?

GET IN TOUCH

PRODUCED BY
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